1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Transgender are men who prefer to role as a women in his daily life. The existence of transgender has been long recorded in history and has different position in every society. Although it can be related to conditions of a person's physical, the symptoms of transgender are part of the social aspect. Moreover, Transgender can also be interpreted as an individual who feels the identity of his gender is different from his gender physically, so, he tried to be accepted as a member of the different gender of his gender physically transgenderism.

A man chooses to be transgender can related to biological conditions (hermaphroditism), sexual orientation (homosexuality), and effect the social environment. The environment is the biggest contributing factor that determine future of a person include determining transgender or not a man. The man who as a child close with the woman, tend to grow up to be a figure like a woman. Economic demand can also be said as the reason, because, initially being transgender only as a pretense to get money, however, this pretense could be a habit if done frequently.

Traumatic factor also can indeed be a trigger the presence of a transgender. The man was not treated well in the past, It could be because ever been hurt by a woman so he decided to like the same gender and change the look of him become a transgender. Based on what I know and what I see the reason they are to become a transgender is inherited from his influence in his family. If a boy the only one in a family and boy is always be pampered by his parents, so he
grew become a feminin man doesn’t like a man in general when he has been grown.

The traits of a transgender From the point of appearance almost all transgenders tend to stylized like a woman from the side of clothing nor the accessories and jewelry that she wears. The clothes and accessories that are used even excess of what is used by a woman in general, even a lot of them who are very obsessive to changed his organs resemble a woman physically we can see of eyebrows which are beautifully shaped, the breast who is operated, their long hair and straight, Short hair that tend to be colored, clean skin because often do the treatment at the salon. Transgender movements graceful and intonation of his dialect when communicate also are very striking although sounds strange and funny with vibration volume between a woman

One of the much discussed communities lately is Waria Community or also known as Transgender. A community can appear variety of language. It lasted to aim of facilitate the communication between the member of community. A lot of people who do not know and understand about this community languages except transgender community.

Some people said that, the transgender’s language has actually been around since the 1980’s but at the time was called slang (okem). Then, the language is adopted and then modified so unique, and is used by some people or just certain circles. At the first time, slang is used by the thugs who their lives near the violence, crimes, drugs, and alcohol. A lot of new terms that they had created with the aim that ordinary people or outside from their community do not
understand what they are talking about or they have to discussed. They designed the new words, replace the word to opposite, search for words matching, determine the numbers, replacement of phoneme, addition of prefix, insert, or suffix. Intercommunication among transgender or transgender recognize what is called “budaya teman sebaya (peer culture)” The peer culture of transgender who generally has a value and characteristics of culture different or even contrary to the culture of others.

In Medan city we can also meet transgender, they are association of many different backgrounds. Certainly, we can find at various street corners of Medan, such as Gajah Mada street, Iskandar Muda street, Nibung street, Selayang intersection, ring road, and we can also find them in beauty salons in Medan. The transgenders in Medan is definitely very familiar with the different languages with Indonesian among them, eventhough not only them, native women and native men also able to use this language.

1.1 The Problems of the Study

Based on the background that has been described, it can be identified several issues as follow:

a. What is transgender’s language?

b. How is the pattern variation of vocabularies in Transgender language that there is in Medan?
1.2 The Scope of the Study

Scope of the study has important purpose in writing this paper. It used to limit the problem so the topic in this paper is more focussed. The scope of this study is about the language that is used by Transgender in Medan.

1.4 The purposes of the Study

a). To introduce the reader about the language used by the transgender community.

b). To explain the reader about How the pattern formation vocabulary variations of language which there are in Medan.

1.5 The reason for Choosing the Topic

To answer my curiosity about this language because I know the language from my mother who has been adept at using this language. in addition, also want to tell people who do not know that the transgender community are also has language to communicate each other group.

1.6 The Methods of the Study

a. Library research

Library research needs to get the information in solving a problem, to fulfill an academic assignment or for our own purpose. This method is used to find a certain data by collecting some books that relevant to theme.

b. Field research

Some of the most valuable information in the world isn’t located in a library or online. Field research is a way of unearthing that information. Field research can be an extraordinarily exciting and rewarding experience leading to
important discoveries and breakthrough ideas. It is used by having observation to
the place that we need to know, and get information from some informants
knows about this language.